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AB IPBox Prismcube Ruby
Perfectly equipped receiver for multi satellite 
reception as well as for Internet TV reception 

from around the world
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www.TELE-audiovision.com/09/09/globalinvacom

GLoBAL InvAcom oPTIcAL LnB 
The first worldwide optical satellite 
reception and transmission system
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AZBox mE
Today‘s absolute 

best Linux Receiver 
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www.TELE-audiovision.com/13/07/tenow

TBS Streaming Box moI
Offers a double-shot of innovation for the 

future of TV with its channel streaming and 
separation of hardware and software

07-08/2013

11-12/2012

www.TELE-audiovision.com/12/11/jiuzhou

JIUZHoU DTP2100
Cutting-edge receiver thanks 
to Android operating system

www.TELE-audiovision.com/13/07/tenow 
www.TELE-satellite.com/12/11/jiuzhou
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• Optimized for use with all audio and video media
• Equipped for all Internet TV standards
• Two Satellite IF inputs for multiple PVR recordings
• All DiSEqC protocols integrated making it perfectly 
suitable for motorized systems
• Can be used anywhere in the world thanks to its huge 
selection of menu languages
• Can be perfectly matched to the TV
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TEST REPoRT    HDTv PvR Satellite Receiver with media center 

A Receiver Full of 
outstanding Features

Who would have guessed 
this: in the year 2002 two 
resourceful programming 
hobbyists began the devel-
opment of an alternate op-
erating system based on the 
Microsoft Xbox game con-

sole. Today, 11 years later 
and after a lot of develop-
ment work, the first receiv-
er from the company AB-
COM built around this new 
software showed up on our 
TELE-audiovision Test Cent-

er doorstep. 
Naturally, a lot has hap-

pened over the past 11 years 
and the Xbox Media Center 
from way back then only has 
a rudimentary role in what 
we are experiencing today. 
In the end there was not 
only a massive change in the 
hardware but, thanks to GPL 
(General Public License), nu-
merous programmers also 
had the opportunity to show 
what they could do in regu-
larly improving and expand-
ing the system.

We here at TELE-audiovi-
sion have been wondering 
for quite some time when 
the first manufacturer would 
take the first step and pro-
duce a receiver using the 

Xbox Media Center as the 
operating system. 

As you can imagine, we 
were especially thrilled to 
test the new AB-COM re-
ceiver. When we unpacked 
the box it became abun-
dantly clear that AB-COM 
not only wanted to take the 
software in a totally different 
direction with their AB IPBox 
Prismcube Ruby, its design is 
also modern and exception-
ally elegant. 

The easily-readable VFD 
display is surrounded by a 
discreet gray housing and, 
along with the backlit Stand-
by button, has a futuristic 
look to it. Behind a flap on 
the front panel AB-COM in-
corporated a card reader as 

AB IPBox Prismcube Ruby
Perfectly equipped receiver for multi satellite 
reception as well as for Internet TV reception 

from around the world 

www.TELE-audiovision.com/13/09/dragonsat
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well as a CI slot that can ac-
commodate all the typical 
modules.

The rear panel is very 
nicely equipped and includes 
two satellite IF inputs, three 
RCA jacks for stereo audio 
and CVBS video, an opti-
cal digital output, an HDMI 
port, an RJ45 interface, a 
USB port and, of course, a 
jack for the external power 
supply. 

We really appreciated the 
flap on the underside of the 
receiver that can be opened 
by loosening a single screw. 
Here the user can install a 
2.5“ SATA hard drive us-
ing the included mounting 
frame. 

While we‘re on the subject 
of included accessories, the 
package also comes with the 
external power supply and 
power cable, the hard drive 
mounting frame, an HDMI 
cable as well as a well-writ-

ten initial installation guide.
Of course there‘s also a 

remote control in the box: 
on the top side the manufac-
turer placed only the most 
critical buttons and in some 
cases duplicates of some 
of the buttons such as the 
number keys. This results in 
a very simple control of the 
receiver and proved to be 
very practical in everyday 
use. 

On the bottom side of the 
remote control you‘ll find a 
full miniature keyboard that 
turned out to also be quite 
convincing in our tests. 

In general, the remote 
control sits comfortably in 
your hand and we did not 
even once accidentally push 
a button on the opposite side 
of the remote control during 
our tests. 

Overall we were very im-
pressed with the workman-
ship and the design of the 

new AB IPBox Prismcube 
Ruby box and if for some 
reason you don‘t particularly 
care for the graphite gray 
color of the receiver‘s hous-
ing, the manufacturer has 
indicated that other colors of 
the box will be available.

Just like with most of to-
day‘s receivers, the AB IPBox 
Prismcube Ruby also comes 
with an installation assistant 
that guides the user through 
the setup process. 

What really caught our 
eye was the OSD language 
selection; there are 51 dif-
ferent languages to choose 
from. Nearly everyone in the 
world should be able to find 
the right one for them. We 
also liked the fact that this 
receiver is fully HD compat-
ible and can therefore pro-
vide a video signal resolution 
of 1920x1080.

Are you familiar with the 
annoying problem where 
the video output signal from 
some receivers is just a little 
too small or too large for the 
TV you‘re using? If you said 
‚yes‘, then you‘ll be happy to 
hear that the new AB IPBox 

offers an Overscan Adjust-
ment function as part of the 
initial installation that lets 
you individually adapt the 
picture output with your TV. 
For our test this was a big 
plus point!

In the next step the receiv-
er is adapted to the existing 
satellite reception system. 
To help with this, numerous 
DiSEqC protocols (1.0, 1.1, 
1.2 and 1.3) are available; 
even SCR single cable solu-
tions are supported. 

A total of 108 European, 
Asian and American sat-
ellites have been prepro-
grammed into the box with, 
much to our satisfaction, 
relatively up to date tran-
sponder data.

Each satellite that is to 
be received by the receiver 
must be individually activat-
ed and configured. If a mul-
tifeed antenna with three or 
four receivable satellites is 
being used, then this would 
make a lot of sense. 

But if you‘re using a DiS-
EqC motorized system with, 
let‘s say, 40 receivable sat-
ellites, then this could, how-
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ever, become a cumbersome 
task. Nevertheless, we did 
like that all the entries could 
be custom configured com-
pletely and individually (for 
example, through manual 
LOF entry). 

In the satellite settings we 
should also mention that the 
AB IPBox Prismcube Ruby 
also supports the repeating 
of DiSEqC commands. This 
feature is perfect when-
ever more than one in line 
multiswitch needs to be ad-
dressed.

The next step in the initial 
installation is the automatic 
channel scan. The scan can 
be performed on all satel-
lites or a single satellite in 
FTA mode or CAS mode; it 
can be set to look for FTA-
only channels or CAS-only 

1. Initial installation - language 
selection
2. With 51 possible oSD 
languages to choose from, it 
truly is an all-encompassing 
list
3. Initial installation - video 
output signal settings
4. overscan adjustment
5. Even the position of 
the subtitle display is 
customizable
6. Pixel ratio adjustment
7. Initial installation - video 
output signal settings
8. Antenna settings - the full 
variety of DiSEqc protocols 
are supported
9. Entries can be made either 
with the oSD keyboard or with 
one of the two remote controls
10. DiSEqc 1.3 settings
11. The preprogrammed 
satellite list contains 108 
entries
12. Each desired satellite 
needs to be manually activated
13. Satellite settings
14. channel scan settings
15. channel scan of HoTBIRD 
at 13° east
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16. Time settings
17. After completing the initial installation, the AB IPBox 
displays an overview of all the selected settings
18. channel list
19. The channel list can be refined to show channels from 
individual satellites, Favorites lists or encrypted channels
20. Display of buttons and their descriptions within the 
channel list
21. Editing the channel list
22. The AB IPBox Prismcube Ruby's main menu
23. manual channel scan
24. Language settings
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channels as well as with or 
without a network scan. In 
just a little over four min-
utes the AB IPBox Prismcube 
Ruby completed a scan of 
HOTBIRD at 13° east and 
found 1452 TV and 250 radio 
channels.

To finish off the initial in-
stallation, the user has to 
deal with setting the time. 
But it‘s here where the new 
AB-COM receiver has an es-
pecially interesting feature: 
the user can manually select 
the channel from which the 

25. Jugendschutzeinstellungen
26. Aufnahmeeinstellungen
27. netzwerkeinstellungen
28. Suche nach verfügbaren 
WiFi netzen

29. Recorder settings
30. various settings - Deep 
Standby can be activated/
deactivated here
31. Info bar with the title of the 

current program
32. Expanded EPG 
information
33. choosing the video 
format and audio track
34. EPG
35. Timer entries can be 
handled from the EPG by 
pushing just one button
36. EPG search
37. EPG – the channel 
logo is automatically 
displayed with popular 
channels
38. Favorites groups
39. on Screen Help

time signal is to be obtained. 
Everyone of our readers that 
enjoys receiving signals out-
side the usual DTH positions 
is definitely familiar with this 
problem: before you can 
blink, the time setting on the 
receiver changes and any 

preset timer recordings will 
no longer take place at the 
right time. 

But for the AB IPBox 
Prismcube Ruby, this is not 
a problem. You simply select 
the channel that you know 
for certain will give you the 
correct time signal and from 
that point on the receiver 
will only update the time 
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40. on Screen Help
41. Info bar – currently there are two recordings in 
progress
42. Ending of recordings
43. overview of previously recorded programs
44. main menu selection "media"
45. Weather forecast with satellite image
46. various Add-ons such as IRc chat are available for 
download 
47. WhatThemovie Add-on
48. Xbox media center settings
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49. File manager
50. The Prismcube.com Add-
ons contains an assortment 
of Add-ons for music, video, 
programs, service programs, 
subtitles and pictures
51. Flickr Add-on
52. Subtitle Add-on
53. Apple iTunes Podcast 
Add-on
54. Even the libraries from 
various Tv channels can be 
accessed
55. vimeo Add-on
56. Photo viewer
57. The integrated music player 

supports all the standard 
formats

58. media access can take place 
not only locally but also via 
network (such as UPnP)

59. Display of UPnP servers 
available via network

60. Playback of media files via 
network

61. Access to the Greenpeace 
libraries

62. The AB IPBox Prismcube 
Ruby even provides access to 
the Soundcloud music service

from that one channel.
Even though the new AB-

COM receiver runs using the 
Xbox Media Center as the 
operating system, at first 
glance it doesn‘t look any dif-
ferent than any other stand-
ard receiver. 

As usual, a push of the OK 
button opens the channel 
list that can be refined with 
another push of a button to 
show only channels from in-
dividual satellites, Favorites 
lists or those that are en-
crypted. It‘s also just as easy 
to sort the list alphabetical-
ly and if desired, all the HD 
channels can be moved to 
the top of the list.

If this new receiver is used 

with a motorized antenna, 
after a channel scan the 
channel list will undoubtedly 
be stuffed with hundreds if 
not thousands of channels. 
That would mean it‘d be time 
to bring a little organization 
to the list. 

Thanks to the cleverly de-
signed menu, all you need 
to do push the ‚i‘ button on 
the remote control to access 
a variety of channel editing 
tools such as deleting, mov-
ing, renaming or locking with 
a PIN code. 

We also liked that the re-
ceiver blends in a functional 
description of each of the 
buttons so that user will al-
ways know what each button 
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is used for.
What kind of a PVR receiv-

er would this be without an 
EPG? Naturally, AB-COM also 
thought about this and in-
corporated an exceptionally 
designed electronic program 
guide (EPG). 

The current and upcoming 
programs of eight channels 
can be displayed at the same 
time for the next seven days 
as long as this information is 
made available by the pro-
vider. 

A nice little side detail: 
with the more popular chan-
nels the box blends in the 
channel logo in the EPG 
and the Info bar! Thanks to 
the automatic EPG Grabber 
Function, the EPG data from 
every channel is available at 
anytime for those channels 
that are not being watched. 

The user can set a specific 
time where the receiver will 
automatically activate itself 
and, using the EPG Grab-
ber function, access the 
EPG data from any selected 
channel and store it in the 
receiver‘s internal memory. 
In this way the user also has 
a search function within the 

EPG available that can be 
used to find a favorite pro-
gram or a favorite actor. And 
as expected, timer entries 
can be handled directly from 
the EPG.

The Info bar that is dis-
played after switching chan-
nels shows the channel logo 
and channel name as well as 
the title of the current pro-
gram. 

Through the use of a va-
riety of symbols the user 
can directly access subtitles, 
language selection as well as 
the integrated OSD teletext 
decoder. Even the starting 
and stopping of a record-
ing can be done through the 
dedicated symbols in the 
Info bar or through the cor-
responding function buttons 
on the remote control. 

Thanks to the freely se-
lectable size of the Timeshift 
cache memory, you no long-
er have to worry about an 
unexpected visitor or tel-
ephone call; the current pro-
gram will simply be paused 
so that you can restart it 
when you‘re ready.

The PVR can record two 
channels at the same time 
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while a third channel lands in 
the Timeshift cache memo-
ry. Excellent!

Regarding the AB IPBox 
Prismcube Ruby‘s picture 
and audio quality, we had 
absolutely nothing to com-
plain about in our tests. Even 
the channel switching time of 
roughly one second was suf-
ficiently fast. The AB-COM‘s 
built-in tuner was sensitive 
enough such that there were 
no problems receiving weak 
signals or narrow-band SCPC 
signals. We had no trouble 
receiving signals from BADR 
26° east and TURKSAT 42° 
east. 

The PNX8496-1250DMIPS 
CPU with 4 GB NAND Flash 
as well as 4GB DRAM all adds 
up to a receiver that has no 
trouble reacting quickly to 
remote control commands 
and also can play back high 
resolution content without 
any difficulties. The Linux 
based Xbox Media Center 
was perfectly matched with 
the hardware such that this 
new receiver left us with a 
very positive impression.

The Settings menu can 
be accessed from the AB 
IPBox‘s Main menu and es-
sentially provides access to 
the same choices that were 
available in the initial instal-
lation. There are a few extras 
like a manual channel scan, 
the ability to edit satellite 
and transponder entries as 
well as network settings. We 
definitely liked that this box 
comes with a built-in WiFi 
receiver that lets you quickly 
and easily set up a link to the 
local router without having 
to plug in some kind of WiFi 
dongle.

The freely selectable ex-
tra before and after record-
ing time guarantees that you 
won‘t miss any of your fa-
vorite recorded programs if 
for some reason the provider 
doesn‘t stick to their pub-
lished broadcasting times.

If you want to save en-
ergy, you can activate the 
Deep Standby function. In 
this mode the receiver uses 
almost no energy at all but 
it would then need about 80 
seconds of power up time 

before it would be ready to 
use again.

And then there‘s the nu-
merous Xbox Media Center‘s 
multimedia functions that 
are available to the user. In 
our tests we were able to not 
only play back music in the 

MIDI, AIFF, WAV/WAVE, 
MP2, MP3, AAC, AACplus, 
AC3, DTS, ALAC, AMR and 
WMA formats, we were also 
able to watch videos in the 
AVI, MPEG, WMV, ASF, FLV, 
QuickTime, MP4, VOB, DivX, 
WEBM and RealMedia for-
mats. This is an excellent 
representative assortment 
of supported formats. 

Even the photo viewer can 
show pictures in BMP, JPEG, 
GIF, PNG and TIFF. It doesn‘t 
matter if you want to use the 
AB IPBox Prismcube Ruby as 
a jukebox or rather to view 
Internet videos or show your 
family and friends the latest 
pictures from your vacation, 
this new AB-COM receiver 
will get the job done.

 And you‘re not limited to 
locally available media; the 
Xbox Media Center also sup-

ports the following network 
protocols: UPnP, NFS, SMB/
SAMBA/CIFS, HTTP, HTTPS, 
FTP, RTSP as well as TCP, 
UDP, SFTP and RTP. You can 
therefore access almost an-
ything that is available via a 
network cable. 

In our tests we didn‘t have 
any problems playing back 
local media or media from 
network access via UPnP or 
SMB, the AB IPBox automati-
cally recognized all of the 
available servers and played 
back the content without any 
difficulties.

To round off the thus far 
enormously capable AB IP-
Box Prismcube Ruby, there 
are additional Add-ons that 
can be download from the 
Internet. These small pro-
grams expand the receiver‘s 
video, audio and tools ca-
pabilities with, for example, 
YouTube or Vimeo access, 
access to the libraries of 
different TV channels, the 
ability to use Soundcloud or 
other audio services or to 
simply start an RSS reader 
or an IRC client. 
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Active Power

Apparent Power

mode Apparent Active Factor
Active  32.5 W 19.5 W   0.6
StandBy    30 W   18 W   0.6
Deep StandBy     5 W  0.5 W   0.1
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AB IPBox Prismcube Ruby
PVR Satellite Receiver with 
Internet Media Center
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The first 15 minutes active operation, the second 15 minutes Fake 
Standby, the third 15 minutes Deep Standby

● Perfect incorporation of the Xbox Media Center as an opera-
ting system for a standalone receiver

● Thanks to its many multimedia features, this receiver com-
bines the functions of a classic PvR with those of a media player

● Innovative and modern design
● Uncomplicated installation of 2.5“ SATA hard drives
● Modern and cleverly designed software that is easy to under-

stand and can be used by anyone
● Ideal receiver for the whole family

● A HW looped-through tuner output is not available.

63. Soundcloud access
64. ScPc reception on TURKSAT at 42° east

The selection of usable 
Add-ons is huge and they are 
all easy to install thanks to 
the ability to directly down-
load them from the Internet.

And regarding Internet 
downloads: since the manu-
facturer is constantly work-
ing on software improve-
ments, these, just like the 
Add-ons, can be updated di-
rectly from the Internet with 
the push of just one button. 
It really doesn‘t get any eas-
ier than this.

In case you should have 
any questions regarding the 
operation of the new AB-
COM receiver, the manu-
facturer has made available 

an extremely practical help 
function that can be ac-
cessed directly from the re-
ceiver‘s Main menu. 

Here you‘ll find not only 
explanations on the use 
of the remote control and 
the individual connections, 
there‘s also detailed illus-
trated explanations of the 
most critical receiver func-
tions.

We found the AB IPBox 
Prismcube Ruby‘s 3D GUI 
(Graphical User Interface) to 
be for the most part intuitive 
and excellent. If desired the 
user can even customize the 
display with skins download-
able from the internet.




